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SEED SPECIALIST 

 
DESCRIPTION OF WORK 
This is fieldwork within an assigned district of the state in the inspection of commercial seed lots to 
ascertain compliance with the state seed law. 
Employees examine a variety of crop, vegetable, grass, and flower seed lots to determine if they are 
being processed, distributed, and sold in accordance with state laws and regulations. Work requires the 
interpretation and application of legal provisions to seedsmen on the wholesale and retail levels and 
often requires recommendations on equipment or processing modifications necessary to improve 
substandard products. Considerable public contact is involved in developing and maintaining working 
relationships conducive to an efficient enforcement program. Work is carried out under the general 
supervision of an administrative supervisor and is evaluated through analysis of seed samples drawn, 
conferences, and periodic observation of field methods. 
 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES PERFORMED 
Samples and visually inspects seed lots for proper labeling as to purity, inert matter, germination, 
noxious weeds, and name and address of distributor; checks to see that official state seed stamps are 
affixed to seed containers. 
Prohibits sale of seeds failing to meet producer's declared analysis by invoking a stop sale order; 
submits samples of questionable seed lots with producer's guarantee to laboratory for verification. 
When seed lot is in violation, obtains data from producers, dealers, freight agents, and others relating to 
origin, amount sold, and other possible dealers of this "lot"; represents the state as witness in court 
action when necessary. 
Instructs producers, processors, and dealers of seed in the proper sampling of seed for analysis; 
advises on questions related to desirable equipment and facilities for processing and bulking of seed in 
preparation for market. 
Instructs beginning seed specialists in the proper methods and procedures of conducting an inspection 
program. 
Performs related duties as required. 
 
RECRUITMENT STANDARDS 
 
Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities 
Considerable knowledge of state laws governing the composition, registration, labeling, and sale of 
seeds. 
General knowledge of the processing, bulking, and marketing of commercial seeds. 
Ability to identify and assay for purity a variety of crop, vegetable, grass, and flower seeds through 
visual examination of physical characteristics. 
Ability to instruct producers, processors, and dealers in the proper methods of seed analysis and in the 
proper techniques of processing their products. 
Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with seed producers, processors, and 
dealers. 
Ability to instruct beginning specialists in the proper inspection methods and procedures. 
 
Minimum Education and Experience - Bachelor's degree in agronomy, field crops, horticulture, 
agricultural education or a closely related curriculum from an appropriately accredited institution and 
one year of experience in the identification of commercial seeds and the enforcement of state seed law; 
or an equivalent combination of education and experience.  
 
Minimum Education and Experience for a Trainee Appointment - Bachelor's degree in agronomy, field 
crops, horticulture, agricultural education or a closely related curriculum from an appropriately 
accredited institution; or an equivalent combination of education and experience. 


